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About This Game

The game is in the style of RTS (real-time strategy), but with the ability to control from the first person. Create robots from
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spare parts, program (give some task) or manage in manual mode.

Robots capture or destroy the necessary locations for you with resources, and also locate and destroy enemy robots, and enemy
or neutral bases.

This game is not just a war of robots, you need to clearly understand that you need to build a particular robot to get one or other
characteristics (for example, the speed of movement, armor quality, the rate of fire or the power of the weapon) and then from

these characteristics set the necessary command.
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Title: RoboWorlD tactics
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DrM@$
Publisher:
DrM@$
Release Date: 24 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WinXP

Processor: P-IV 3GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 740

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Russian,French,Italian,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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Fun game even when only played locally with friends. The developing team has done everything right with this game and we
cant blame them for the lack of online players. The price is amazing for what it gives even without the online feature anyways as
i said. Definetely reccomended.. Game is such an original. The controls are tight and very responsive and the Devs are
amazingly involved with the community. Had an absolute Blast Running threw this game and I hope others will give it a go.

PROS:
- Very Responsive Controls
- Very Atmospheric
- Creepy as All Hell
- Good Character Designs
- Interesting Nightmarish and Serial Locations

CONS:
- BGM tends to fad to early at points. Game has a lovely audio track but also amazing haunting sounds, so this may actually be
an intentional mechanic. Either way it works well, I would really like to listen to some more of the music. Maybe an OST is in
order? I'd buy it.
- The Spiders are so real (That should be a plus though right, not a con. lol)
- Chapter 2 isn't out yet (that's more of a joke then an actual fault)

Final Thoughts: Absolute Blast of a game, had a super time doing a Lets Play on it and interacting with the community and
Devs. Seriously can not wait for the next installment.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pC-vSW9-PKg&t=25s. Just going to give a heads up! Very early development, bad
optimisation, almost no content.. Excellent, and has a fantastic soundtrack. Worth the asking price easily. Something of a
shooter/puzzle game mashup, and includes all the levels from 1&2.. Downloaded the Muse DLC pack and probably play these
songs the most. This song is challenging once you get past 20% but its worth the time and practice. I will post some live
gameplay at https:\/\/goo.gl\/EsYnLc or nobledroidgaming.com

For the price, i must say this is quite good. This game brings RTS and FPS together. Game needs some polish but runs quite
well!
Keep it up Devs, a little gem here.
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This thing is awesomely optimized, 90fps, with the finest lighting I've seen in ANY VR experience! It's real VR, not a 360
video. I was worried when I saw the great owl imagery on the doorway of the mind, because I feared I would soon be hypnotized
in order to be programmed by the Illuminati. That kept me anxious and unable to let go during most of my trip. But that's just
MY perception of reality. :) I liked it!. Fun, light game. Amusing characters.. The only reason to own this is because you want
the other games in the puzzle pack. This game is terrible on modern computers and the gameplay and attempts to be artistic
through black and white visuals are just annoying. This isn't an unfinished swan like game, it's just a terrible puzzle game.. The
ultimate turn-based tactical shooter. I only hope it inspires a proper sequel some day.. This game is a RTS in which you must
defend from enemy waves. It is based on managing resources, mineral that is extracted on limited quantity from asteroids and
energy that we produce for suply the rest of buildings.

It has a line of missions that give research points when completing them. We can invest this in technologies that will give us
improvements in construction time, material that is obtained by recycling buildings (very useful), different buildings, and
abilities to apply a effect (repair, slow and fast fime , damage and energy) to a area with a cooldown.

There are diferents types of missions with different objectives such as holding a certain number waves, time, collecting material
to intercept enemy ships or protect allies while they cross the map... Exist a number types of enemies and we need put the
correct buildings to eliminate them.

As a strategy game some levels are very demanding and you have to optimize the spend of mineral, the use of abilities on the
right moment and pause more than once to be able to recycle the buildings before they are destroyed and build new turrets or
upgrade what is necessary according to the enemies. Some level you need to replay several times until you find the right
strategy, although you can find several ways to win the mission.

In the technical section is correct, good performance, different music for the moments of fighting, without serious bugs. With
achievements and two levels of difficulty to replay it.

In my opinion it is a very entertaining game in which when you realize you have spent more hours than you thought building
turrets and trying to complete the objective in the minimum time. Recommended.. ING DOPE
10/10 DGR xd. Fun and relaxing 3D platformer. There's not enough of those around.. Best game, because i like Planes, Bullets
and Vodka. I really like it.. Slightly shorter than the first one. Still gold-
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